Tech Craze 2k16
Terrained expedition
It is time to build a bot, less like a bot but more like an SUV. Be prepared for the dirt, the
hills, the pots, the caves, the tarmac and obstacles you will better prefer to avoid. The
terrains are ready to test your speed and swiftness and to provide a groovy experience to
the speed fanatic in you. We make your dream to off-road come true! So pull out your tools
and get to work.

RULES AND REGULATIONS:
 A team may have members of 3 to 5 members.
 Every participant must be enrolled in an Under Graduate program. College
pass outs and post graduate students will not be allowed to participate.
 College/Institution Identity card is necessary at the registration desk while
registering to participate and at all times during the event, failing which will lead
to direct disqualification.
•IC engines and AC motors are not allowed for any bot.
 An individual cannot be a member of more than one team for the event.
 A robot cannot be shared by two or more teams.
 Adopting unfair means will lead to direct disqualification of the team.
 A healthy spirit of participation is expected from each and every participant.
 Administrators reserve the right to change/add/remove any of the above rules
in case of any ambiguity.

Bot Specification:
•Bot size maximum limit 25cm x 25cm x 25cm (l x b x h) with 10% of tolerance
•Weight maximum 1.5 Kg.
•Power supply can be on board or off board.
•The voltage can be varied between 6 -24 volt.
•Ready-made Lego kits are not permitted

Probable Arena*:

If any parti ipant doesn’t tou h any o sta le
then a stick will be placed in the centre of
the water tub
L*B=1ft * 5cm

Bumpers

*Arena description given above is subject to be changed.

FINAL ROUND:
•In final round there will be some modified arena.
•Top 16 teams from elimination round will be qualifying for the final
round.

CONTACTS:
Pranabesh Sarkar-:8697602054
Abu Talib -:8653032914

